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SUOERVIfiOR 
D9dieat0d to my father - A constant «ourc« of 
inspiration. 
In the last (Quarter of the tioentieth century there 
is an accelerated race tn industrial growth. So far as 
Our national Industrial growth is concerned, we are within 
ten of the industrially developed nations. The develop-^ 
ment is centralissd in the large-scale producing units 
owned by Public Sector and Private Sector both. These 
Units involve many implications with their inside and 
outside reverse effects. These effects may be as-pollution 
which is injurious to the health of the people living in 
the surroundings of the Units, The pollution does not 
reversjsly affect the human beings only but also to the 
every being and buildings too. 
The big industrial houses care least to^he Society, 
These large scale concerns follow only legal bindings but 
not the moral bindings which is paramount one. 
These big industrialist are generally motivated by 
the wealth maximisation. To achieve the profit target 
some times they ignore the principle of quality production. 
To. over-come these setbacks our government introduced the 
social security schemes specially JS,S,I. scheme. These 
^ a -
8Ch»me$ have the legal validity with the sound base of 
justice, equaTtii/.^nd good conciousness, Aligarh city 
during last decade has been a roittorn city which 
[y affected its economy due tothe_lMAS«r output 
and consequently the standard of living could not be 
achieved as it might be in normal conditions, JiPhx^^Jhe 
social security scheme is must and helpful in this 
connections because the social security is the measure 
to prevent the deteriorating_^omLL±ion of the workers ^ 
as whole. Further more it is the salutary way to raise 
the production because of the better working conditions 
and conditions at work under the compulsory Social ^Security 
Scheme, £:,S,I, Scheme particularly keeps the workers 
healthy because there is a compulsory contribution from. 
the employees and em^loyars and it is natural phenominon 
that a person who pays for tries to get best possible and 
maximum corresponding benefit in return. In this way 
the workers car^^-their healths through the E,S,I, Cor-' 
poration's Scheme, The £.S,I, Act was first^jif^ such 
measures adopted in India to provide for social insurance 
to labourers but still it has practical weaknesses. 
Keeping in view the various factors like population, 
unemployment and nascent industrial JLevelopment through 
the small scale industries and cottage industries in 
Aligarh, the implimentation of £,S,I, scheme in this 
- Hi -
vicinity is quite abious. 
The problem "A" Critical Study of the working of 
£,S,I, Scheme in Aligarh" has been t^em under me to^ 
critically examine its working in depth. This place 
is choosen by me because it was not feasible to study at 
the head quarter o/.^he Corporation situated at Kanpur 
which is farwdway from Aligarh, Secondly the functioning 
at Aligarh (is the follow-^step of the directives by the 
head office, ^^ "^"^  
The study has been conducted in the light of theori" 
tical frame-'work with special emphesis on its actual working 
and implementation. The whole study depends upon the 
availability of the data concerned. Any how the second 
hand data is used for the guide line because the general 
trend of the industrialist is to avoid to give their firs 
hand data. Moreover they feel such schemes a burden 
over them that is why only official data is used and a 
practical idea is taken by vJ^Jjii^4/~-»xm9~linft8~lind 
dispensary of the corporation. 
The entire study has been divided into five chapters. 
The break up of the study:" 
Chapter first has a evolutionary brief view on ^ligarh 
industrial developement containing its geographical and 
historical identification in its different perspectives 
- iV " 
such aa location, social and aconomic conditions, 
industrial base and availability of various input 
resources have been highlighted, 
Chapter second deals with social Security, its 
concept, needs for various security measures, their 
objects andhavs_JiJiMiL^dealt with in the theoritical 
framework at some length and also deals with the 
terminology used for the purpose, the model rates of 
the contributory periods. 
Chapter third deals with functioning of the £,S*I* 
in the theoritical aspect of administrative and adjudi-
catory approaches. 
Chapter fourth deals with the various benefits 
and their explanations require^^^^n the scheme. 
Chapter fifth is fully devoted to the Magangement 
of E.S.I, and its examination of the actual working in 
Aligarh. 
And 
Consists of various comments relating to the actual 
problem and suggesttd their corresponding corrective 
measures for the purpose of bringing about improvement 
in its working. 
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CHAPTER " I 
A YJEf ON AUG ABM ISDUSTBIAL MVSLQFMEMT 
Our nation ia a devMloping one and trying ita 
beat to atand in tha firat row of the davalopad 
nationa. In thia direction the firat atep waa taken 
by adopting the firat induatrial policy Beaolution 
in 1948, to provide immediatji^JUirge acale employment^ 
/ 
equitable diatribution of^the national income and ' 
mobiliaation of local reaourcea through email acale 
induatriea. For achieving thia purpoae the decentra-
liaed policy of induatrial development ia formulated 
in the Statea, Theae Statea have varioua reaourcea 
and facilitiea to formulate and implement the varioua 
induatrial plana* One of the achemea of Vie^-lrecation 
of Induatrial Eatate on the patterft-^f United Kingdom^ 
and aome other European countriea were paaaed for 
tackling the problema of alum clearenee in big citiea, 
developing induatrial aubrubs. rttb-^proper planning, 
future location of induatriea, aaaiating development 
of diveraified email acale or light induatriea which 
are in depreaaion in compariaion to that of big 
'J 
industrial hou8§8. This schsms thought to be necessary 
to tackle the problems regarding credit facilities, 
availability of raw materials, power and water etc, in 
a compact area, U,F, is the most densely populated 
and agriculturally based State in the country. As a 
result to eradicate the curse of unemployment and to 
enhance the living standard of the citiaens the Govern^ 
lent established the industrial estates generally in 
the cities, though the government decided to fight with 
the unemployment by developing the villages too. The 
industrial estates are established for planned deve^ 
lopment. An industrial estate is a group of factories 
constructed on an economic scale at suitable sites with 
all facilities like of water, transport, power, steam, 
bank, post office, canteen, watch and ward and provided 
with special arrangement for technical guidence and 
commoj^^service facilities, Aligarh is also covered 
with the scheme of industrial estate. The unemployment 
problem is very much here. Only 27,32 percent people 
are employed out of the total population 21,12000 in 
Aligarh district. For the purpose of the industrial 
development the banks advanced the loan Ss, 36,47»720 
over the applications numbered 1394 during the period 
of 19ei''1982, Till the February 1982 for the encou-
3 
rag^m^ntytf tA« village i«v«i induatrt9». For 
•vadtrig ih9 unttv^loywtnt th9 govrtuMnt launeh9d 
a/ip«e%aX progranme known aa TSX££k (Training of 
iturai youth for §0Jtf 0MpIogmentJ» Itka othar plae^M 
in Aligarh also, the government oategeriaed the 
eeetore of the indue trial development at the preferences 
aeeordtng to the capaeity rendered by the ovmera* The 
order of priority ie ae given belowf 
U To encourage the email eoale indue triee and to the 
cottage induetriee, 
2* To eet^up the indue trial eetatee* 
me Diatrict Aligarh hae three Jnduatrial Centrees' 
( i J Aligarh 
( iiJ Mathrae 
(Hi) Atrauli. 
Theae indue trial centree are wuier'Jhe control 
of the U^i', Industrial Corporation and locally ia 
euperviaed by the diatrici induatriea office. The 
worki^hep9~and allotuenta of the land at three centree 
2 
"e detailed belowi-^ 
U Statenent in Udyogih Vikae tieto Uplubdh Suvidh;iyn 
Tat ha HambhaviJt Udyoug* laeued by the Matt* 
Induatriea Office 1981^2* 
2m Udyog Vihaa Meto uplabdh suvidhayan Tatha ^ambhavit 
udyog, ^ubliah^i by the Diatt, Induatriea Office, 
4 
/. 
2, 
J. 
Mame of the 
Industrial 
estate 
Aligarh 
Mathrae 
Atrauli 
No, 0/ 
Work" 
shops 
31 
-
6 
No, of 
alio ted 
plots 
127 
86 
26 
Constructed 
building 
115 
77 
2 
In Aligarh district the bigest industrial centre 
in the Aligarh Industrial Estate where generally manu-
facturing of lochs takes place. The main business in 
Aligarh is of lock manufacturing which attained the 
international repute. The manufacturing of locks took 
place in Aligarh early in 1887* The credit goes to 
three personalities i,e,, Mr, Mira Lai Jha, Mr, Nabi 
5 
Baksh and Mr, Karim Alahi,"^ There after the manufac-
turing spread up in the whole vicinity of Aligarh, In 
Aligarh industries is the r than locks are of timber 
manufacturing, vflgitable oils, milk products, medicines, 
buckels industries, khadi gramodyog, hand looms,power 
looms, processing of oilseeds, processing of pulses, 
manufacturing of chemical and chemical products etc. 
The maiiufaoturtirg^^owth took place during world 
war 1st, (1914-1918) and thers after during World War II 
J. Tala Udyog Ka Itihas - Published Article in 
SOUVENIR, March 21, 1962, 
r" 
(193/ to 1944J because of the ahr^ge of buckela to 
the army peraonnela and 8hortag4 of other artielea 
of daily need. Thus according to the tiMia-^^ae^^-^the 
industrial development ia gaining momentum. District 
Induetriea Office ia dirrvcted by^he Jnduatrial 
Corporation aet up at Kanpur, The management at 
diatrict level watchea and meets the Ut^se needs of 
the pertenent induatriea and growth of the small 
cottage and other industries. Just to meet the 
requirements according to the time, the government 
Metal Working School came into existance. in 1926, The 
main purpose of this Government Metal Working School 
was to train in lock manufacturing. As a result tpa^ 
lock manufacturing recorded the progj^js^a-^laaps and 
bounds during 1932''19J6, The special machinea vmre 
imported and the new German atyle diepunch locks came 
in Moapk^, In 1934 the power press was used which 
proved boon in solving the problems of Aligarh locks. 
Whiai now polished not by hand but by machines. The 
lJ,P, Government has established a Government Metal 
Works within the precincta of Government Mstal Working 
School, 
The Government further observed that small 
industrialist is often discouraged by the formalities 
involved and the multiplicity of agencies and autho-
t) 
riti€S he has to contact in getting through hia plans, 
^on« tii&es he may not even have plans and ideas of 
his own, q^-fowhat type of building he should have 
for his concern* He is in need of advice and assistance 
even in this regard* It was in these circumstances, 
that the programme of Industrial Estate was introduced 
in India towards the close of the First Five Year Plan 
i*e.» 1955. 
The industrial development during the last decade 
has shown a marked growth in industrial activities. As 
we know the back-hone of our State is tp^agriculture 
and hence our government started to utilise 
resources at best by setting up the agriCbased industries. 
Emphasis has been given overythe Chemical based indus-
tries and engineering based industries Just to accelerate 
the growth of agriculture and to make the forming easy 
with best utilisation, nil February 19%2, the banJtT 
advanced the hugaamofint fn fhn iy hinrka nf AJtcjnj'h 
district* The total amount cre^Xted to the cottage 
industries are S&* 36>47,720* So for as the small scale 
industries are concerned the banks assisted during 
1981-82 with the Bs, 7»08,18,000* Apart from these the 
496 units of locks are separately financed with 
&. 2»43»75,00G^, Th^a^MlTdata show that the Govern" 
a§nt is giving sufficient amount to meet the require-
ment of the tremendovjt-pj^S^feas in Aligarh Industries, 
Other steps taken by the State Government as 
part of the strategy for encouraging industrial invest-
ment is to constitute a high power committee by which 
problems of the entrepreneurs are resolved promptly 
with concerned department* The meeting of the *Udyog 
Bandhu' are presided over by the Chief Minister him-
self so that on the spot decision may be taken. The 
results of this concept of one window service has 
yielded good results as is evident from increased 
flow of applications for industrial licences, letters 
of intent and registration. 
For the first time, new policy Idirection has 
been given the development of backward areas, so that 
regional disparities are reduced and intra regional 
disparities removed. Hence the agrarian economy is 
developing through the assistance for harticulture, 
fisheries and other such agro based industries as 
sugar and potato product. 
4, Loc, at page 2, 
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SOCIAL SECURITY - A COSCSPTUAL APFSOAGH 
Social security has bsen in practice since a 
long time but not exactly in the same form as it is 
prevelent at present. It was in one way or the other 
like community organisation and Joint family in which 
young, old, children and sick were looked by other 
family members* The industrial revolution had brought 
a considerable change in the social and economic out" 
look of the society* It was felt that certain provi-
sions have got to be made ttr'meet various needs and 
requirements at the time of sickness, employment injury 
old age and other contingencies with a view to ensure 
the progress of industrial growth. The political 
conciousness followed by the industrial revolution 
has produced the concept of taking over the social 
security measures by the Gouernmentin different parts 
of the Vorld. 
Many social security schemes had been introduced 
in our country before independence. The urgency of 
suehjscjiemes have been more badly felt after world war II, 
Social security to the workers of an industry can be 
.J 
j)rovid9d'^by a ^9lf ba^ncing scheme of social insurance 
or byrpKubl^o assistance or a combination of the two 
methods* 
social security measures adopted in any country 
can be said to be the dependent upon a number of 
factors vie, population, economic resources, standard 
of living, availability of technical^js^sp^rts and 
developments of industry. In ther'nature of social 
security the Emplouee's State Insurance Act was first 
of such measures adopted in India to the labourers. 
In the Oonference of Labour Ministers held in 
Januaru 1940, It-^wSs'lLecided to invite the views of 
the provincial governments, employers and workers 
about compulsory contribution to the sickness insurance 
fund. The Second Conference of Labour Minister held 
in 1941, was of the opinion that any such legislation 
must be preceded bi/^.^.-.-^'tn^'^arch 1943 the Government of 
India appointed Prof, B,F, Adarkar as a special Officer 
to report on health insurance of the industrial workers 
in India, The report was submitted in 1944 containing 
the comprehensive contributory scheme of social insurance, 
fome improvement in the above scheme were suggested by 
1, Kothari, Industrial Law, t, ^11, 
iO 
M9sser8 MauriS9 Stack & Maghunath Rao members of 1,1,0, 
who examined it at the invitation of the Government of 
India, The Adarkar report and euggeationa made by the 
1,1,0, membera vera diacuaaed by the Labour Commiaaion 
in October 1944*and by the standing Labour Committee 
in March 1945, Foil owing recommendationa were made: 
1, The central government should proceed with pre-
pration of a acheme of health inaurance applicable 
to all prennial factoriea and covering employment 
injuriea and maternity benefits if poaaible, and 
2, that acheme ahould be circulated to provincial 
government and associat ions of employera and workers 
2 before a bill waa drafted. 
The iorkmen'a State Insurance Bill providing 
Gompulaory aickneaa, maternity, and employment injury 
benefits for workera in prennial factoriea waa intro" 
duced in the central legialature on 6th November, 1946, 
And finally it was passed in 1948, 
fhe EmDlouee*a State Inaurance Act ia a legialation 
which aims at bringing about social and «conomtc_JUS-tlcff 
to the poor labour class of the land. It aims at ihe 
2, Social Insurance Under The Employee's State Insurance 
Act t Acritique Unpublished Vork, Faculty of Law, 
by Irfan Ahmed, Page (iiij. 
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welfare of the labour elaaa* But labour loelfare is an 
elastic term bearing some what different interpretation 
in one country from, another aecording to different 
eocial eustoiae, the degree of induetrialieatton and 
5 
the educational development of the workers. Labour 
welfare is the activities of employers and association 
of workers for the improvement of worker's standard of 
living and promotion of their social and economic well 
being. Regarding the need of social security in India 
Prof. C,B, Memoria saidr 
"The necessity of social Insurance in India is 
urgent and cannot afford toying the problem any 
more. The deteriorating j>emrCtions of the lower 
classes of the population, the growth of any 
socialistic sprit, the decline in importance 
in Joint family syten, caste assistance, communal 
charity, ill health ignorance, preventable 
epidemic diseases, high inflantile and maternal 
morality among the labouring classes, prevelance 
of malnutrition and lack of health and medical 
relief services and the sufferings of our workers from many avoidable calamities of life such as 
sickness, invalidity, loss of employment and other 
things resulting in loss of income or earning 
power and the schemes evolved in other countries 
have made us realise that something must be done 
to ameliorate the appaling conditions of living 
our masses, for it is an sstablished fact that 
due to low income and its uncertainity, arui with 
a member of dependants to support, it is not at 
all possible for labourers to provide for these 
risk unavoided. And the absence of any provision 
3, Report of the Royal Commission on Labour, p,26l, 
4, 0,B, Memoria s Labour Problems and Social Welfare 
in India, p, 287, 
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o / a»8isting thtm. either by State or the employers 
or any private organisation except for the limited 
scope of workmen's compensation and Maternity 
benefit laws, bring the immense suffering and ruin 
to those depends on their support"* 
Social insurance is social because it invalves the 
collective^^forts of beneficiary has to pay contributions 
before he is eft^iti€4-txrTecure benefits* Thus the 
benefits are not paid cratis, they are systematically 
financed, since the scheme is subsiderejL-dMJiice is 
evolved to exclude the cases which do not deserve any 
subsidy from the State, However, almost all schemes of 
social insurance set a limit of income beyond which 
protection is not available* Moreover, benefits arises 
as of right. The beneficiary claisis th^^^enefit, he 
does not apply for it. In add-UKonal to this social 
insurance is a compulsory measure. The persons who 
fall under the purview of the insured population cannot 
refuse to get insured. It has been made compulsory 
because otherwise really poor will be least willing 
to pay contributions,^°' 
Objecti" The object of this Act is to provide for certain 
benefits to employees in cases of sickness, maternity and 
employment injury and to make provisions for certain 
4a, Dr, N, Hasan, Approaches to Social Security, 
I,L,0, Geneva, p,84* 
otkT mattera in rwlation to these aa the preamble to 
thie Act reflects, ihe main object o / this Act is to 
ewtlve a scheme of aocio-econosiic welfare, making 
eleborate provisions in respect of it* 
Qoveraae of Act:'- The ^\S*I, Act covers factories and 
industries which run on permanent basis and it does 
not include any seasonal factory. So far as the word 
'Factory* is concerned it has been differently defined 
than that of the factory defined in the * Factories'Act* 
194Q* For the purpose of this Act 'Factory Means* any 
premesis including the pre'-units thereof where edi 20 
or more persons are employed or were employed for wages 
on any day of the preceding twelve months, and in any 
part of which a manufacturing process is being carried 
on with the aid of power or is ordinarily so carried on 
but does not include a mine subject to the operation of 
the mines Act 1952 as a railway running shed. 
It may be observed that the essential requirements 
of the definition of factory in section 2(12) of this 
Act are . -
(1J The premiees including their precincts, 
(2J twenty or more persons working there, and 
(3J A manufacturing process is being carried on 
3, See 2(2J of ji,S,I, Act 1948, 
! • ; 
in the premises including precincts with 
the aid of power. 
From above it is clear that the promisions of 
this Act are applicable to the factories which are not 
seasonal and the industries which have not been expressly 
excluded thereby. 
Since the scheme is contributory one the employees 
in the factories or establishments to which this Act 
applies are required to be insured in the manner pres-
cribed by this Act, 
Insecurities and Securities Measures: 
The insurance scheme contained under the employees 
State Insurance Act contemplates certain insecurities 
and provides for certain security measures. In order to 
meet our insecurities such as sickness, maternity and 
empl'^ynent injuries measures to provide (1J sickness 
benefits (2J Maternity benefits (Jj Disablement benefits 
(4J Medical benefits (5) Dependants benefits and 
(6j Funeral benefits; have been adopted. 
ir: t j 
"MEAMINQ OF THE SOCIAL SdQURJTT" 
Tht legal conctpt of social aeeurity 8t§ma from 
Article 41 of the constitution of our country. This 
Article, under directive principle of the constitution 
provides the Sight to work, education and Fublio^ 
Assistance in certain cases and directs the State to 
ensure to people within the limit of its economic 
capacity and development : (aj Employment (bj Education 
and (cJ Public assistance in cases of unemployment, old 
age, sickness and disablement and in other cases of 
undeserved want* Furthej^i-JjLUrticle 42 directs the 
State to make provision for securing Just and human 
conditions ami for maternity relief. 
The united State Social Security Act, 1935, was 
first to use this term in an authoritative way* It is 
'social' because it treats economic and medical aspects 
of contingencies as a social problem. It is security 
because it provides a security of income to the victims 
of such contingencies. Hence phrase 'Social Security 
is, in a way,national defence. It is a compulsory 
relief to the victims from the industrial^capitalist 
society, ~—^ 
6, Constitutional Law of India i xJ,H, Pandey, 
IG 
:phe International Labour Organisation (ILOJ 
defies social security as "The Security that Society 
furnishes through appropriate organisation against 
certain risks to which its members are exposed. 
Further the social security system is as "any 
form, of organisation designed to ensure income security 
for the whole of the substantial portion of the 
community by Aeans of compensation to persons for lack 
of income from their own efforts or those of their 
bread winner, and also of health services designed to 
restore the suffer to full earning capacity and to 
prevent htur-aiidriiis dependents from incurring undue 
7 
costs of maintenance of health. 
The 34th session of the International Labour 
Conference held in 1951 recognised social security as 
a constituent part of social policy. It made a strong 
plea for bringing within the perview of social security 
schemes covering additional classes of population and 
covering more contingencies. The progress of the social 
security depends upon the social consciousness because 
it is the need of the time in this social world, 
constituents of Social Seeuritu:- There are two main 
7, Ronald Mendelson, Social Security in the British 
Common iealth, London^ 1:54, p.5. 
1^ 
constituonta sohemga of tju social security: 
( i J Social Insurancs, 
( ii J Social Assistance, 
( i J Social Insurances" Social insurance, according 
to 1,1,0, is as^''a social insurance scheme 
providerfhenefits for persons of small earnings 
granted as right ijy^nounts which combine the 
contributiue effert of the insured with subsidies 
Q 
from the employer and the State, This scheme of 
social insurance cove/hstfi^persons of meagre 
means and above certain level of income the social 
insurance does not cover. The social insurance 
benefits are paid oujt-bf a fund built up by the 
contributory efforts of the beneficiaries, their 
employers and the State, The beneficiary c ia in 
arises on the satisfaction of certain qualifying 
conditions which may be laid down with regard to 
minimum number of contribution paid. So far as 
the social insurance coverage is concerned, it 
covers the insured person's family as a unit 
rather than the individual. 
8, 1,1,0, approaches to social security, p, 84 cited 
by Dr, I/, Hasan, Social Security in the Frame work 
of economic development p, 19, 
IB 
(iiJ Social ^saiatancei- This is a devUye of organising 
cash and medical relief from thgr public funds to 
the benefit of the poor members of the society. 
According to the Jnteriiational Labour Organisation, 
"Social Assistance scheme provides benefits for 
persons of small means granted as of right in 
amounts sufficient to meet a minimum standard of 
g 
need and financed from taxation". Thus the scheme 
of the social assistance covers the persons of 
small means and unlike social insurance it is 
non-contributory. It financ_^iL-a^$::::xt^ived not from 
contribution but from the general tax payer. 
Coverage of Social Securitu in General:-
They4ocial security covers all aspects of the 
melfare(^to the society as a protection of the weaker 
section of the community, A plan for social welfare 
can never be perfect if special attention is not paid 
to the workers* community in the country. It covers 
the following benefits as the part of the major polio 
iJ Unemployment Insurance -" 
iiJ tiealth Insurance plan 
Hi) Mousing plan 
9, Approaches to Social Security p,84. 
a 
iu J financial aaaiatanen such as workmsn's conpsn-
sation and Providsnt Fw^s ate. 
V J The Child isl/ars 
vi ) Old ags bsns/its 
viij iiscurity to the maker classes* 
viiij aocial assistance to the Mural India, 
ixj amployee's State Insurace, 
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COMMEilTS ON VABIQUS TEBMINOLOQI 
The comments have been made only inreapect of 
those terms which required clarification in the present 
context* 
1, Emploueei- The definitions of an employee as given 
in the Act is very comprehensive. The following are 
the ingredients of the definition of an employee under 
the Act. 
Ij The employment of the person should be for wages 
and it should be:-
( i J In an eatablishmsnt; or 
( ii J In a factory, or 
(HiJ In connection with the work of the factory 
including any work connected with:-
a J Administration of the factory or estab" 
lishment or any part, department or branch 
thereof, or 
bj Purchase of raw materials for the factory 
or establishment or 
c) Distribution or sale of the product of 
a factory or establishment, 
2, The employment may be, 
( i J Directly with the principal employer, 
( ii J By or through an immediate employer 
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(Hi J l»nt or lent on hire by the principal employer, 
J. In case of an employee directly employed by the 
principal employer the employment muet be on any 
work of the factory or establiehment or any work, 
( i J Which ie incidental or preliminary, 
( iij connected with the work of the factory or 
establiehment. 
It is immaterial that the work ie done in 
the factory of establiehiMnt or elsewhere, 
4, In case of an employee, employed by or through an 
immediate employer, the employment must be: 
( i J In the premises of the factory or establishment 
or 
( a J under the supervision of the principal employer 
or his agent on work which is: 
a) Ordinarily part of the work of the factory 
or establishment or 
bj Preliminary to the work carried on in the 
factory or establishment, or 
c) Incidental to the purpose of the factory 
or establishment, 
5* In case of employee whose services are lent or lent 
on hire to the principal employer, the letting on 
hire must be by the person who has entered into a 
contract of service with the person whose services 
are so 2ent or let on hire. The employment of such 
person by the principal employer must be in or in 
connection with the work of a factory or establish-
ment to which this Act applies, 
6, The following are not employeess 
( i J Any member of Indian Naval, Military or Air" 
force, or 
( ii J Any person whose wages (excluding remuneration 
for over-'time work) exceed rupees one thousand 
per month, Overetime pay shall not be included 
in wages. In the term remunerationg employer's 
contribution to provident fund is not included. 
2, jSmploument InJurm- The term employment injury means:'-
aj A personal injury to employee, 
bj The injury caused by an accident or occupational 
diseases, 
cj The injury arising out of and in the course of 
employment, 
dj The injury caused in an insurable employment. 
It is immaterial whether the accident or occu-
pational disease is contracted within or outside 
10, Manager Harrison and Crosfield Ltd,, Quilon Vs 
Manager A,I,£, 1970 Her, 194» 
2'6 
the tarritorial limita of India'^, 
*^ Dapmndant:" The dot providet three eategoriee of 
12 
dependante of an employee; 
( i J Thoae who are not wholly dependant upon the 
ineured employee at the tine of hie death* 
(iij Those relations of the insured employees lefto 
are wholly dependant on the earning of the 
employee at the time of his death, and 
(Hi) Those dependant relations asho are either v^olly 
or partly dependant on the euployee at tlw time 
of his death. 
The first category of dependants are" 
a) Midow 
bJ ^ minor legitimate or adopted son» 
ej An unmarried legitimate or adopted daughter 
and 
dj ^ widow ^.other» 
For the above dependants it is not neeeaeary they 
should infaet be dependant upon the earnings of 
the deceased insured person, 
.1 see,2(8J of £,s,I, dot, 
12, An introduction to Labour And Industrial Melation 
by S,N, Misra, page 129, 
Th% S0cond Cateaoru of the D§D9ndanU ar^i-
aj A legitimate or adopted son, who had attained the 
age of eighteen years and is in firm; 
bj A legitimate adopted daughter who has attained the 
age of eighteen years is in firm. 
For the second eategory it is necessary that 
they must infact be wholly dependant upon the 
earning the insured person at the time of his death. 
The Third Cateaoru of Bependants are:-
a) A parent other than a widow 
b) a minor illegitimate son, 
cJ unmarried illegitimate daughter, 
dj legitimate daughter if married and minor 
ej adopted daughter if married and minor 
f) illegitimate daughter if married and minor 
gj illegitimate daughter if widow and minor 
hj legitimate daughter if widowed and minor 
i) adopted daughter if widowed and minor 
Jj a minor brother 
kj unmarried sister 
1) a widow sister if minor 
mJ a widowed daughter in law 
nj a minor child of a predeceased son 
oj a minor child of a predeceased daughter where no 
parents of the child is alive, or 
2L 
p) a paternal grand parent if no parent of the insured 
person is alive. 
The relations included in this category can 
claim, the various benefits as provided under the 
scheme of the Act, in case, they were wholly or 
in part dependant on the earning of the deceased 
insured employee, 
4, iidow: A widow after re-marriage does not cease to 
be dependant and is not disentitled to receive 
compensation, because subsequent events do not affect 
the claim to compensation, 
5» Corporation: Corporation means the employees' State 
Insurance Corporation set up under this Act, 
6, Contribution Pgrtod;- The term contribution period 
means such period, being not less than twenty five 
but not exceding twenty seven consecutive weeks or 
six consecutive months, as may be specified in the 
regulations, Provided that in the case of the first 
contribution period a longer or shorter period may 
be specified by or under the regulations, "^ 
13, Definitions, Law of Employees' ^tate Insurance in 
India, by CI, Ganguli, Pub, 1968, page 6-'7, 
:^G 
The following tables ahow'The Contribution Periods and 
their benefit periods separately:^ 
1, A "Contribution period" shall be divided into three 
sets indicating *A'» *B' and *C' 
Beginning with the 
midnight of last 
Saturday in 
Ending with the mid-
night of the Last 
Saturday in next 
Category of set 
( i J January 
( ii J July 
July 
January 
'A 
(iiij March 
( iv J September 
September 
March 
'B 
( V J May 
( vi J November 
November 
May 
The benefit period corresponding to the contribution period 
in the preceding sub-^regulation shall be as follows: 
Contribution period 
From the mid^-^ To the mid" 
night of the night of the 
last Satur- last Satur-
day in day in next 
Corresponding Period 
From the mid- ^o the midnight 
night of the of the last 
last Satur- Saturday in 
day in next 
( i J January 
(ii J July 
(iiiJ March 
( iv J Septem-
ber 
[ V ) May 
( vi J Novem-
ber 
July 
January 
September 
March 
November 
May 
October 
April 
December 
June 
February 
August 
April 
October 
June 
December 
August 
February 
'A ' 
*h ' 
tQ, 
?S( 
£.<S.I. Seh9m€ of Bates of Contribution Cat9aoria9d with incone 
of tfM Jjnvlova:" 
Employee 8 
whoee ear- n'mjployees 
iS, ning^'-t^ weekly 
Mo, below contribu-
(in Re,J tion(FaiseJ 
Emplo 
weekl 
tribuiion 
(FaiaeJ 
Total 
weekly 
eontri" 
button 
(PaiaeJ 
Corresponding 
standard 
contribution 
(E, S. I, J 
(PaiseJ 
u 
2, 
J . 
4, 
5 . 
6. 
7. 
e. 
9, 
Below 2 
2 - 3 
3 ' 4 
4 - 6 
6 - 8 
8-12 
12 - 16 
16 - 24 
24- above 
0 
40 
50 
70 
95 
125 
175 
275 
375 
75 
80 
100 
140 
190 
250 
350 
550 
750 
75 
120 
150 
210 
285 
375 
525 
825 
1,125 
loo 
130 
175 
250 
350 
500 
700 
UOOO 
1»500 
2o 
The schedule rat^e tabled eritioallij examined as below:-
The table shows the favourable attitude of the 
government towards the employees at the time of fixing 
the contribution. The contribution starts from the 
earning above B&,2/- per day and the wage earner below 
B&,2/'- is exempted from the contribution levey. On the 
other hand the statutory binding is upon the employer to 
contribute 75 paise for each employee who comes undj 
the insured scheme* The corresponding benefit J^ 
too paise is given to the entitled employee on his claim 
arising out of any desease inaccordance with its nature 
prescribed. As a matter of fact the employee is benefitted 
even after contributing nothing. 
The trend frsm-M»^ 21'' to 5 / - is categorised with 
interval of Bs, 2/" with respect to which the employee's 
contribution starts from 40 paise upto 95 paise with 
a straight upward trend of 12,5f> , The category sixth 
(6-12J shows the specific trend of contribution v>hich 
is 7,5'^o • Further two categories (12-16) and (16-24) 
show the previous trend of 12,5i« with respect to each 
rupees contribution by the employee. In all cases the 
employer contributes double to that of employee's 
contribution. 
2^ o 
The last category 24 and above shows the fixed 
contribution of 100 paise in addition to the preceeding 
category's contribution. In all cases the employer 
contributes^Jhsnsbie^ to that of employee deposited under 
the Act, /Oieling is fixed upto B&,1,000l- per month 
meaning by the eroncluded wage intimates lis,38,4 appro^ 
ximately because the month is counted for 26 days as 
working days. There should be one more rate between 
Ss, 24/-~ to FiS, J6,4 with the traditional contributory 
rate of 12*5$> that w^tHry^ance the employee's contri'-
bution upto Rs, 5,55 doubled of which will fetch Bs,11,10, 
This extra amount shall claim more corresponding bejijefit. 
Thus at present the employee is lacking behind_jind 
ultimate looser by not having the provision of one more 
rate between Bs,24/'' and Jd,40, As a whole the schedule 
favours the employee but at the ceiling fixation the 
employer is given a escaping way v^ich reversely affect 
the employees. 
3C 
7* Wages:- The term wages has been defined in the 
Act in an exhaustive manner. It states what are 
wages and what are not wages. 
Mages as defined means:^ 
a J All remmune rat ions j>aid or payable in cash 
provided that terms of employment express or 
implied are fulfilled, and 
bj Any payment to an employee in respect of any 
period of:-
ij authorised leave, 
iiJ lockout or strike which is not illegal. 
Hi J layoffs and 
ivJ any other additional remmuneration, if any, 
paid at intervals not exeeding two mmnths. 
Additional remmunerat ion paid to worker as 
a reward for work done is wages under the Act, 
But the following are not wages: 
ij Any contribution paid by employer to any 
pension fund or provident fund; 
iiJ Any contribution paid by the employer under 
this Act, 
iiij Any travelling allowance or the value of 
travelling concession. 
14* Sharma, B,l,Y,, E,S,I, Corporation 1969 lab, 1,0, 
237(PunjJ, 
ivj Any sum paid to the person employed to 
defray special expenses entailed on him 
by the nature of his employment, or 
15 
vj Any gratuity payable on discharge* 
8» Familu;'- The term family means the spousa and 
minor legitimate and adopted children dependant 
upon the insured person and his dependant parents. 16 
9» Week:- The term week means a period of seven days 
commencing at midnight of Saturday night. 
ifOTjS: For more explanations on terminology see 
Chapter IV. (4), 
6ooi 
15* Sec, 2(22) of the Act, 
16, C,L, Ganguli Loc, cit, page, 8, 
3^ c. 
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"FUifCTJOMIMG OF Ji\^\I, CORFORATION" 
(A) Administrative Function: 
Eatabliahment:- The employees ^,1, corporation 
was established by the central Government on 1*10,1948 
by virtue of the power conferred on it through notip^-
cation. The scheme envisaged by the Act is being 
administered by this corporation in accordance with 
the provisions of the Act, The corporation is a body 
corporate and is distinct from the State Government and 
it can sue or be sued in its own name. It is a legal 
entity. 
Constitution of the Corporation:•' The corporation 
consists of members representing the central government 
each of the State Government, Parliament, Medical profe-
ssion and employers and employees. Director General 
of the corporation is the ex-officio member of the 
corporation, who is vested with the powers to manage 
the affairs of the corporation and authenticski^ii--d4^is4<m8 
by appending his signatures. The Chairman and Vice-chairman 
of the Corporation are the nominees of the Central Govern-
ment, As regards membership of the corporations it is 
1, Sec, J. 
33 
conatituted as follows:-
a J Fivs persona nominated by the Central Government. 
b) One person nominated by the Central Government to 
represent Union territories, 
c) Five persons representing employers nominated by 
Central Government, 
dj Five persons representing employees nominated by 
the Central Government, 
ej Two persons representing medical profession nomi" 
nated by the Central Government, 
fj One person from every State, in which this Act is 
in force, nominated by State Government, 
g) Two members of the House of People Elected by that 
Mouse, and 
h) One member of the Council of States elected by that 
Mouse, Q^nA_^,—~ 
J Chairman, Yice-'Chairman, representative of the 
'^Central Government, State government and Union 
territories are to hold the office during the 
pleasure of the Government concerned wher:t_jis 
representatives of the employers, employees, 
medical profession and parliament are to hold office 
for a period of 4 years commencing from the date 
on which their nomination or election is notified. 
But they shall continue to hold office even after 
3 
the expiry of their tenure untill the nomination or 
election of their aucceeaor ia notified. An out 
going member of the corporation and other bodiea» 
namelyi etanding committee and medical benefit 
council can be renominated or re-elected, 
A etanding committee haa been conetituted from 
among the membera of the corporation to act aa an 
executive body for the adminiatration of the acheme 
under the general auprintendence of and control of 
the corporation. 
Powera of the Corporation;- The corporation haa 
been empowered to take stepe for the benefit of inaured 
peraona, auch aa:'-
i ) To promote meaauraa for the improvement of 
health and welfar^i of inaured peraon, 
ii ) To promote meaaursa for the rehabilitation 
and re-employment of inaured peraona who 
have been diaabled or injured, and 
iiij To incur expenaea in reapect of auch meaaurea 
from ita funda upto the limit preacribed by 
the central government. Theae meaaurea 
permitted to be taken by the corporation to 
2 
any benefit acheme apecified in the Act, 
2, Sec, 19. 
'1 
3 t j 
ff,9mtit¥,tim g/ thfSU^i'ie ^'fffffflllff^- ^A« standing 
Goimitt09 haa bean constitutad from amongst the mambers of 
tha Gorporation in the followtna manners 
a) a Ghairaan, nominated by th>i Central Government, 
b) three members 0/ the corporation, nominated by the 
Central Government 
G) three members of the corporation representing aueh 
three states Government as lominated by the Central 
Government in the Official sasett* The power vests 
in the Central Government to nominate representatives 
of different state governments frop time to time» 
dj eight ambers elected by th^t corporation from amon$st 
its members as followsi 
i J Three members representing the employers, 
it J Three members representing the employees* 
mj One member representin^g oMdieal profession, and 
ivJ one member representing the Parliament, 
The Director General of the Corporation is 
the ex^officio member. 
Tenure of Of/ip^S" The Chairman and the represent" 
atives of the Central and State Governments are to hold 
office during t?ie pleasure of the Central Government, All 
the above eight members of the .standing committee elected 
by the corporation are to hold office for a period of two 
years from the date on which thtdir election is notified. 
3 i j 
But any smi&ber of the corporation shall continue to hold 
o/fiee even after the expiry of hie tenure of two years 
xmtill the election of his successor is notified. As 
soon as the member cecaes to be a member of the corpo^ 
ration he also ceases to be a member of the standing 
committee,'^ 
i'9mr9 9f jfi^ §t<i'-mm <e9mUtHt'' The standing 
committee is aon8titut,ed to administer the affairs of 
the corporation. It is required to function in accor-
dance with the regulations framd by the corporation. 
Its working and sphera of activities are controlled and 
supervised by the corporation. It has the following 
powersi" 
a) to administer the affairs of the corporation under 
the general suprintendence and control of the corpo^ 
ration, 
bj to submit for the consideration and decision of the 
corporation all cases and matters as specified in 
the regulatione made in this regard, 
cj to submit, in its discretion any other case or matter 
for the conaideratlon and decision of the corporation, 
Q9^9tn^t^or^ 9/ f^^ ^pftil ^fmfit ,99m^Sl' ^^ « ^^^^ 
also makes provision for setting up of a medical benefit 
J. Jec. S'. 
4, Sea, 18, 
Council to s^j»t^.th6 corporation on medical questions* 
The basicf limit foryadministratering medical benefit is 
the iState Insurance Dispensary in service areas and 
clinics of insurance ^f^-mmtteetl practioners in a penal 
areas* 
The corporation is empowered to appoint Regional 
Boards, Local Committees and Regional and local Benefit 
Council in such areas and to delegate to them such powers 
and functions as may be provided in the regulations* 
•employers and employees are to have equal representation 
on such Regional Boards and Local Committees, 
The Medical Benefit Council has been setup by 
the Central Government and it has been constituted to 
consist of members appointed in the following manners: 
a) The Director General, Health service to be ex-officio 
chairman, 
b) The Deputy Director General, Health services nominated 
by the Central Government to be ex-officio member, 
c) The Medical Commissioner of the corporation to be 
ex-'Officio member, 
d) Three members representing the employers nominated 
by the Central Government. 
ej Three members representing employees nominated by 
the Central Government, 
f) Three mmmbers representing the medical profession 
ao 
nominated by the Central Government and it ie 
to be eeen that there is not less than one 
woman out of these three members, 
gj One representative from every State nominated 
5 by the State GovernmMnt where this Act is inforce. 
Tenure of Office:" The deputy director General Usalth 
services is to hold office during the pleasure of the 
Central Government and representatives of the State Govt, 
representatives of the employers^ employees and medical 
profession are to hold office for a period of four years 
from the date on which their nomination is notified. But 
the member shall continue to hold office even after the 
expiry of their terms till the nomiTiation of their 
successor is notified. 
Duties and Powers:^ The medical benefit council is 
required to advise the corporation or the standing 
committee on the following matters: 
a) Matters relating to the administration of medical 
benefits, 
bj Matters relating to the certification for purposes 
of the grant of benefits, and 
cJ other connected matters. 
The council is to enjoy such powers and perform 
such duties as may be prescribed in relation to complaints 
5, Sec, 10, 
3^i 
againat medical practitionert inconnection with the 
medical treatment and attendance* The council has 
to perform euch other duties in connection with the 
medical treatment and attendance as are specified in 
the Begulations* The Bule 14 of E,S,I* (General) Rules 
1950 framed in this regard lays down the following powers 
and duties: 
i J To advise the corporatior in regard to constitution, 
setting up, duties and pcwers of the regional and 
local Benefit Council, 
iij To make recomjMndations to corporation with regard to: 
a J The scale and nature of medical benefit provided 
at hospitals, dispensaries, clinics and other 
institutions and the nature and extent of medicines, 
staff and equipment which shall be maintained at 
such institutions and the extent to which these 
facilities fall short of^^the desired standards. 
bj The medical form^^y in connection with medical 
benefits provided iaidnr the Act, 
c) Medical certification, including the procedure 
and the forms for such certification, statistical 
returns, registers am', other medical records 
measures undertaken for the improvement of health 
and welfare of injured persons and the rehabilation, 
re"employment of injured persons, disabled or 
injured. 
4U 
mJ To advice the corporation on any matter relating 
to the profeseionala conduct of medical practi-
tioners employed for the purpose to provide 
medical benefit under the Act* 
Principal Officerst" The following are the principal 
officers of the corporation:" 
aj The director General of £,3,1*, 
b) Insurance Counissioner, 
c) Medical Commissioner, and 
dj The Chief Account's Officers 
The Director General is the Chief Executive 
officer of the corporction. The first appointment to 
these posts has to be made by the Central Government 
but any subsequent appointment to the above posts is to 
be made in consultation with the corporation by the 
Central Government* /t is not incumbent on the Central 
Government to make all appointments at the same time. 
The Central Government, may in its discretions, make only 
some of the appointments. 
The principal officers or whole time employees 
of the corporation anc: therefore, not allowed to under-
take any work unconnected with their work without the 
sanction of the Centred Government and the corporation. 
4" 
/. Any contribution, benefit or other dues payable 
or recoverable unier this Act, 
2. Any other matter required to be or which may be 
decided by the em^ployeee State Insurance Court, 
a) A claim for tie recovery of contribution from 
the principal employer, 
bj Any claim, by principal employer to recover the 
contribution from any immediate employer, 
c) Any claim agavnet principal employer under Sec,68, 
d) Any claim under Sec, 70 for the recovery of value 
or amount of the benefit received by a person 
when he is not law fully entitled thereto, and 
ej any claim for the recovery of the benefit admi-
ssable under this Act, 
Sub Section (2'-A) provides that if any proceeding 
before the M:,S,I, Court a disablement question arises-r—— 
The decision of which is necessary for the determination 
of any claim or question pending before such court, the 
court shall direct the corporation to get the disablement 
question first decided by the Medical Board or Medical 
appeal tribunal in accordance with the Act, There after 
that claim shall be decided by the £,S,I, Court incon-
firmity with the decision of medical board of medical 
appeal tribunal. There is one exception to rule where 
appeal has been filed lefore the A',S,I, Court under 
^•5 .d) r^^^ 
48 
Sec, 54''A(2J the courv may it self determine all the 
ieauee arising before it* 
Sub Sec,(3J of Siiction 75 barpi the jurisdiction 
of the Civil Court in respect of any matter covered 
by this^etion and to be decided by. 
(iJ Madical board 
(iij Medical appeal tribunal, or 
(HiJ Ji\S.I. Court. 
This sub section is lased on the principal that wheather 
the liability is erected by a statute, a party aggrived 
must persue that special remedy provided by it. In 
such cases the jurisdiction of Civil Court is not 
completely ousted but is limited, i suit in a Civil 
Court will always liii to question the order of the 
tribunal created by i statute, even if its order is 
expressly or by necessary implicable made final, if 
the said tribunal abueses its power or does not act 
under the Act, but inviolation of its provisions. 
The employer can question the determination and 
amount of employer's special contribution. It is not 
correct to say that the corporation has no jurisdiction 
to determine amount and recover it under Sec. 73(1 J 
without first having ex-course to employees insurance 
8. Firm Eadhey hrishna, V, Ludhiyana Municipality. 
AIR 1963, S.C. 1547, 
4^i 
Q 
Court* 
A petition for claim filed before the employees 
insurance court is not a 'suit' for the purpose of 
the limitation Act and therefore the provisions of 
10 the limitation Act dc not apply to it. 
The employee insurance court has Jurisdiction to 
decide the benefit tc which a disabled employee is 
entitled it is also competent to decide the duration 
of such benefit, 
11 Institution of Proceedings: - All proceedings 
under the Act are to be instituted in the court appoin-
ted for the local area in which the insured person was 
working at the time cf the question in dispute arose. 
The State Government has the power to transfer any 
proceeding suomoto cr on the motion of the employee's 
State Insurance Court from one court to another court 
and the court to which proceeding are transferred is 
required to dealt with it as if the same had been 
instituted to it, Sc, also it can transfer any matter 
pending before any employees court in its States to 
any other court in another states with the comment of 
that State. 
9, Amir Chand V,S.S.I, Corporation (1969) I.L,I,J,162, 
10, R.L, Sharma, V,Ji:,S,I, Corporation(1969)^ab, 26257, 
Punjab. 
10, E.S.I, Corporation Hyderabad V,A,P, State Electricity 
Board, Mimayat Nagar, 1970, I,C, 921 (A,P,), 
11, Sec, 76, 
50 
Power of Mmplouesa Insurance Court:- £mployee 's 
State Insurance Court enjoys all the powers of a Civil 
Court for the purpose of 
( tj SuMmo ing and enforcing the attendance of 
witnesses, 
(2) Compelling the discovery and production of 
document and material objects, and 
(Jj Administering Oath and recording evidance. 
Such court shall be deemed to be a Civil Court 
with in the meaning cf Section 195 and Chapter AJLJLV 
of the Criminal procedure Court* 
It has to folloiithat proceeding prescribed by the 
rules mad^e by the-~S4i:i^te~~(rovernment, The court in its 
discretion may awarded all costs incidental to any 
proceeding. Any order of the court is enforceable as 
12 if it were a decree passed in a suit by a Civil Court, 
Appeal^^;^ Claused) of the Sec, 82 of the Act has 
provided that there if hall no ^ right of appeal from an 
order of an employee's insurance court except where 
appeal is allowed uruier this section. The right of 
appeal is normally creature of a statute. There is no 
12. Sec, 78, 
13, Sec, 82, 
5i 
inherent right of ap^^eal. Thereforet an appeal lies 
only when a provision to that effect is expressly 
made in a statute, under this Act an appeal shall be 
to the High Court from any decision of £,S.I. Court 
if involve a substantial question of law, Ao appeal 
can be entertained wider Sec, 62(2) on a pure question 
of Law, ^ 
14* Shree Minakshi Mills Ltc, Vs their workmen A,J,E, 
1958, s,e, 153> 
Wd 
CHAPTER - 4 
BENEFITS UNDER E,S..U CORPORATION 
The Employees State Insurance Corporation is a 
comprehensive legislated scheme which provides various 
benefits for the insured employees or their dependants. 
The following benefits are made available to the insured 
persons or their dependantsi-" 
1, Sickness:- On the certification by a duly appointed 
medical officer or other authorised practitioner, 
the benefit is payable to the insured person in the 
form of periodical payments* The sickness claim 
should have occured during any benefit period as 
defined in the Act and if during the corresponding 
contribution period weekly contribution in respect 
of htm were payable for not less than 13 weeks 
where provision is made for sick leave by starring 
order, the employer cannot require the employee to seek 
sickness benefit provided under thim Act, 
Waiting Period:- Under ths Act, a two day's waiting 
period has been prescribed. However, there is a 
tendency now to abolish if the sickness recurs within 
5o 
fifteen days. The benefit is not available for more 
1 
than 56 days in two conaeoutive benefit periods. 
Conditions followed bu the ^ecenients of Benefits:" 
aj Under medical treatment at dispensary, hospital, 
clinic or other institution provided under the Act 
and must carry out the instructions given by the 
medical officer or medical attendant incharge, 
bj thile under treztment, he must not do any thing whicn 
might retard or prejudice his chance of recovery, 
cJ Hot leave the area in which medical treatment pro-' 
vided under the Act is being given, without the 
permission of the medical officer, judical attendant 
or such authority as may be specified in this behalf 
by regulations. On his failure to observe any of 
the above conditions, payment of such benefit to 
him may be suspended for such mumber of days as may 
be decided by the authority empowered by the 
Director Genercl in this behalf, 
2, Extended Sichntss Benefit:" The claim for extended 
sickness benefit is available for 309 days in addition 
to the 91 days of sickness benefit. Thus the total 
claim is for 309 days. 
1, Sec. 49, 
0 1 
Condition for claim;^ In sickness benefit the 13 
weeks service is required but here in j£,S,B,, 
Minimum services should be completed under insurance 
employment* 
List of the diseases for which extended sickness 
sickness benefit is paid initiallu for 124 davs:-
U Tuber culosis 
2, Leprosy 
J. Mental disease 
4» Malignant disease 
5. Paraplgia 
6. Hemiplegia 
7. Chromic congestive heart failure 
6» Immature cataract with vision 6/60 or less in 
the affected eye 
9, Lung Abcess 
10, Bronchiectsus 
11, Mycardial Infraction 
12, Dislocation and prolapse of inter vertebral 
disease 
/J. J^arkinsion disease 
14, Aplastic Amiienia 
13' Cirrhosis of liver with Ascinis 
16. JJetechment 3/ Metina 
17* l^on Union or delayed union of fracture 
55 
16, £mpy9ma 
19, Intra cronicil space occupying 
20, Soinal card compression, 
21, Chronic (Siiiple) primary glaueoma 
22, Monoplegia, 
In addition to the above listed diseases other 
may be on the recommendation of the authorised 
medical officer/medical commissioner/medical Befree/ 
Administrative Medical Officer or his nominee. 
Explanationsi-
(17) The delayed union or non union of fracture for 
the purposes of extended sickness benefit can 
be made if the fracture of any bone has not 
healed in 5 weeks, 
J. Tsmporaru disablement (T,I),B,Ji" A person who sustains 
temporary disabliiment shall be entitled to pwriodical 
payments for the period of such disablement. The 
disablement must continue for not less than three 
days excluding the day of accident. Payment shall 
be made in accordance with the provisions of the 
first shedule, L"wo days waiting period is not com-
pulsory, more that', that of S,B, the Benefit is 48'^, ^^o^e 
5 b 
4* Permanent disablement Benefit (F.D.B,):- ^ person 
who sustains permanent disablement whether total 
or partial shall be entitled to periodical payment 
for such disablement in accordance with the provi-
sions of the first shedule of this Act. In permanent 
disablement the payment mag be for a limited period or 
for life. If disablement is assessed provisionally or 
finally for a limited periods, The payment shall be 
made only for that limited period. This benefit is 
paid in case of any disablement, resulting from an 
employment injury, to an employee under the Act, The 
nature of the permanence is subject to the decision 
of the Medical loard, 
5» Ma termtu Benefit:- This benefit in the form of 
periodical payment is available to insured woman 
in the following cases:-
a J Confinement, 
bJ misearriage, 
cJ sickness arising out of pregnency, 
d) premature with of a child. 
She becomes eligible for such payment only 
after the Medical Certificate of the authorised 
Medical Officer, 
Expalanation: 
Confinement:- According to the Sec,2(3) of the 
57 
Act the term confinement means labour resulting 
in the issue of living child or labour after 26 
weeks of pregnancy resulting in the issue of child 
whether alive or dead. 
The Maternity Benefit is available for 84 days at 
the double rate to that cf S»B, 
6, dependants Benefit {£>»£» J:- It is payable to the 
dependants of an insured person if he dies as a 
result of an employment injury sustained as an 
employee under the Act (whether or not he uxis in 
receipt of any periodical payment for T,D, in 
respect of an injury). 
All the rate of T,D,B, rate is divisible among all 
the dependants according to the formulary widow will 
get till re-marriage, children till the age of 
minority, girls till the marriage, 
7, Medical Council Benefit 'M,C,B,):- The medical 
benefit is available to an injured person or to a 
member of his family, whsre such benefit is extended 
to the members of his family. This benefit is in 
the following formi" 
i ) Outpatient treatment and attachment in the 
hospital or dispensary or 
it) By visits to the home of the insured persons;or 
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iiij As an iii'-'patient in a hoapital or other tnati-
tutton*, 
«^ jumr^l ^ffWfit (rfi^t^i'' * /umral bew/it is pay-
able to the eldest surviving member of the family 
of an insured person mho has died, towards the 
expenditure on the funercj. of the deceased insured 
person, or where the insured person did not have 
family or was not living with his family at the 
time of his death, to thi person who actually incurrs 
the expenditure on the funeral of the deceased person. 
The amount of apyment is only one hundred rupees and 
the claim for such payment shall be made within three 
months of the death of tne insured person or within 
such extended period as ihe corporation or any 
officer or authority autdorised by it in this bkhalf 
may allow, 
2 
9» ^Sfmanent I'artial Disablementf" The definition 
given in Act has the following ingredientsi 
t, Partial disablement m'Mst be of a permanent natures 
2, The disablement must "educe the earning capacity 
of an employee; 
J, reduction of earning sapacity must be in every 
employment which he wis capable of undertaking 
at the time of the accident resulting in the 
2, SecdS'-A), 
l):) 
disablement, 
10, Permanent total disablesientr:- The definition con" 
tains the following ingradtents. 
1) The disablement resulting from injury must be 
permanent, arui 
2j the disablement must be of such a nature as 
renders the iDork-man incapable for all work which 
he was capable of performing at the time of 
accident resulting in such disablement; and 
J) every injury specified in Fart I of Schedule II 
shall be deemed to result in permanent total 
disablement; and 
4J it shall also be deemed to result from any com-
bination of injuries specified in part II of 
second schedule where the aggreegate percentage 
of the loss of earning capacity, as specified 
against those injuries amount to one hundred 
percent or more. 
J. Sec, 15(B), 
GC 
CaAPTEB "^ 
AS^M'SSMMJi/T Of £,S,j\ FUHCTJOHIiiG 
Management of Fund:-
To fulfill the goal of vhe corporation, a fund has 
been eetabliahed known as the £,S»I, fund, the manage-
ment of which ie dealt with as below:-
JS»IS,J. Fund:- The main aoura of revenue in the fund of 
the employees S»I, corporatioi. is the contribution perid 
by the employees and employers* Thereffp^e^the fund 
collected is administered by the corporation which is 
also permitted to accept grants, donationa and gifts 
from the Central Government or Spi4^ Government or from 
any individual, Slie money sjtich collected is kept in the 
bank approved for the purpase in the name of the corpo-
ration. The account is to be operated onb^fan autho-
rised official of the corporation who've been so autho-
rised by the standing committee with approval of the 
co/*por(ttion, 
•ilitii of the fund:- The fund may be utilised for the 
following purposes:-
t) 1 
iJ Payment of cash benefits to the insured persons; 
iiJ provision for medical benefits under the scheme; 
iiij payment of fees, allooance and other expenses 
of the members of the corporation or any other 
statutory bodies created under the Act, 
ivj payment of salaries and allowances to the employees 
of the corporation; 
vj establishment of hospitals, dispensaries and 
other institutions for providing medical benefits 
under the scheme and their maintenance; 
vij paymmnt of contributions to a State Government, 
local bodies or any private body or individual 
towards the cost of medical treatment and 
attendance, including the cost of any building 
or equipment; 
viiJ difraying the cost auditing the accounts of the 
corporation and the valuation of its assets and 
liabilities; 
viiiJ defraying the cost of £,£,!» Courts; 
ixj payment of contractual liability under-taken for 
the purpose of this Act; 
X J payment of sums under any court decree, order 
or award; 
xiJ defraying the cost of instituting or defending 
any Civil or Criminal proceeding under the Act; 
G c 
xiij defraying expenditure on measures for the 
improvement of the health and welfare of insured 
persons and for the rehabilitations and re--
employment of insured persons who have been 
disabled or injured, and 
xiiij any other expenses authorised by the corporation 
with the previous approval of the Central Govern-
ment» 
Estimation of Budget* Audit and Accountsi- The Chief 
Accounts Officer of the Corporation is required to 
frame the budget each year showing the probable 
receipts and the expenditure which the corporation 
proposes to incure during the following year. It 
should be within the frame work of the maintenance 
of the working capital. 
The accounts maintained by the Accounts Officer 
of the Corporation in a manner as prescribed by the 
Central Government are to be audited by the auditors 
appointed by the Central Government, The Central 
Government has entrusted this work to the comptro-
ller and Auditer General of India, The annual report 
is submitted to the government which is placed before 
the Parliament, 
1, Sec, 34, 
B3 
statistical Data of Various B§nefit9 Paumente in Aliaarh 
Und»r £,S,J, Fund for the year 1981: 
The monthlu payment is shown in each tables 
JANUARY 
S. Category of Total No,of*? Total 
No, payments payment period^ No, of 
claims days £S* Paise 
u 
2, 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
e. 
Jich benefit 
Extended 
sick benefit 
Temporary 
disablement 
Permanent 
disablement 
Dependant 
benefi t 
Funeral 
benefit 
Maternity 
benefit 
Loss of 
wages 
104 
12 
10 
16 
12 
1 
1 
1 
89 
9 
69 
151 
190 
856 
- ; , 103 
41 
6,189 
U 166 
958 
1,683 
U386 
100 
820 
25 
60 
55 
10 
55 
Grand Total 157 101 5,210 12,513 05 
FEBBUIRY 
G4 
S, Category of 
Ho, Payment 
Total No, Period Total 
of payment claims No,of 
ed days 
Total Amount 
£s» False 
u 
2, 
J . 
4. 
5 . 
6, 
7. 
8, 
Sickness bene-
fit 
£, S,B, 
Temporary dis^ 
ablement 
Permanent dis-
ablement 
dependant 
benefit 
Funeral benefit 
Maternity benefit 
loss of wage 
76 
6 
5 
18 
30 
2 
-
4 
73 
2 
3 
m. 
mm 
2 
-
4 
126 
93 
47 
677 
2,272 
-
-
-
5,040 
810 
444 
U332 
2,131 
200 
-
53 
50 
-
65 
15 
— 
-
-
10 
1.1... ..1 r;r-j=js--'nri-';ir^... i i..-m'r8rc;:iTr 
Grand Total 
MABCH 
^', Category of 
No, Payment 
141 84 3,815 
Total No, Period Total 
of payment claim- No, of 
$si„ 01/S , 
10,011 60 
Total Amount 
M9»... F9%§6 
1, 
2, 
J . 
4, 
5. 
6, 
7. 
8, 
9, 
S,B, 
S, 8, B, 
Temporary dis-
ablement 
Permanent dis-
ablement 
Commutation 
Jr,D.B, 
Dependant B, 
F,B, 
M,Q, Commission 
>^taff Commission 
102 
11 
9 
20 
1 
24 
3 
-
1 
93 
2 
8 
969 
181 
115 
437 
1,393 
6,587 
1,712 
546 
1,280 
1,486 
4,084 
300 
22 
2,109 
50 
55 
90 
95 
15 
90 
Grand Total 171 106 3,095 18,131 95 
APEJL 
S, Category of 
No, payment 
1 2 
U S,B. 
2 m E» £!• Bm 
J . T,I)»B, 
4. P.D.-e. 
5 . ^.B, 
6, Maternity 
benefit 
7, M,0, Commisaion 
8, Staff Pension 
9, Ji\S,B, IF J 
Grand Total 
MM 
1 ^ 
/ • S» Bm 
2, ^,B,B, 
5 . T,D.B, 
4, f.D.B, 
5 . B,B, 
6. Maternity B. 
7. P,B, 
8. Staff Pension 
9* Loss wages 
' ' I • • ' . I I I . 1 . . . • • 
Grand Total 
Total 
Mo, of 
payment 
3 
93 
8 
20 
15 
16 
^ 
-
2 
1 
155 
3 
152 
10 
12 
14 
12 
-
1 
mm 
3 
204 
Period 
claims 
4 
88 
-
19 
-
/ 
a . 
1 
" 
mm 
109 
4 
133 
1 
10 
-
1 
-
-
-
3 
148 
Total 
No, of 
days 
5 
792 
107 
220 
1,041 
633 
m. 
-
351 
140 
3,284 
5 
1,190 
136 
148 
471 
543 
-
100 
-
29.70 
2,617*70 
Amount 
Bs, 
6 
5,405 
1,028 
1,542 
1,258 
1,409 
.m 
-
351 
140 
11,135 
6 
8,390 
1,281 
938 
2,652 
606 
-
100 
" 
204 
14,173 
GT) 
Paiae 
40 
75 
10 
40 
20 
> 
-
50 
-
35 
50 
25 
70 
35 
40 
-
-
-
-
20 
JUNE 
s. 
No. 
/ 
/ . 
2, 
J . 
4. 
5 . 
6". 
7. 
Category 
payment 
2 
^,B, 
E * S * B» 
T,D.B. 
P,D»B. 
£),B, 
Maternity 
Commutati 
of Total Nv. 
of payment 
benefit 
on 
3 
118 
8 
16 
9 
12 
« M 
/ 
Total 
No, of 
period 
claime 
4 
91 
1 
7 
-
-
-
m. 
Total 
No, of 
days 
5 
1^88 
132 
323 
279 
706 
-
— 
Amount 
Rs, Faise 
6 
9154 
1164 
2042 
705 
1991 
" 
1333 
50 
40 
45 
50 
00 
-
65 
(F,D,B,J 
8, Moaey Order 
Commission 
Grand Total 
JMl 
1 2 
-
164 
3 
" 
99 
4 
-
2628 
5 
13 45 
16404 95 
6 
; . 
2, 
J . 
4. 
5 . 
6, 
7. 
-s-.^. 
£. * 2 , B 9 
T,D,B, 
P,D,B, 
D.B, 
Maternity benefit 
Funeral 
157 
4 
12 
15 
13 
-
1 
125 
1 
e 
3 
-
-
m. 
1643 
271 
399 
4044 
1055 
-
«. 
11313 
3177 
1287 
3823 
860 
-
100 
50 
50 
80 
95 
20 
-
Grand Total 202 137 7412 20582 95 
AUGUST 
G' 
S* Category of 
No, jpaynent 
Total 
N>u of 
payment 
Mo, of 
period 
claims 
Total No. 
of days Amount 
£s, Paise 
u 
2» 
4. 
5, 
6. 
7. 
d. 
9, 
S%B* 
£»S»B» 
T,D.B, 
P,D,B, 
D,B, 
Funeral B* 
Maternity B, 
Staff Pension 
M,0.Commission 
181 
2 
17 
13 
19 
1 
-
1 
-
143 
-
9 
1 
-
1 
-
4 k » 
-
U696 
34 
209 
1,853 
804 
-
-
-
• 
11,199 
297 
1,334 
1,687 
2,686 
100 
-
1,178 
55 
50 
50 
20 
05 
05 
-
00 
85 
Grand Total 
SSPTEMBS& 
1 2 
234 
3 
154 
4 
4,596 
5 
18,538 75 
6 
1, S,B, 185 1,389 
2. £,S,B, 4 222 
3. T.D.B, 12 188 
4. F,D,B, 12 556 
5, D,B» 11 1,104 
6, Commutation 
7. Staff Pension 
8, Loss of wage 
9* M,0, Commission 
123 
1 
6 
9,815 00 
982 50 
916 20 
945 90 
1,864 40 
4,638 80 
294 50 
11 10 
31 70 
Grand Total 231 3,459 130 15,900 10 
bo 
OCTOBEM 
s. 
No, 
1 
Category of 
payment 
2 
Total No, 
of pay^ 
nent 
J 
No, of 
period 
claims 
4 
Total 
No, of 
days 
5 
Amount 
E8, Faiae 
6 
1, 
2, 
J . 
4* 
5 . 
6, 
7. 
8, 
S,B, 
E,S,B 
T.D,B, 
r,D,B, 
D,B, 
Staff Pension 
loss of wage 
Maternity B, 
4 
1 
15 
13 
15 
1 
J 
1 
92 
8 
1,104 
21 
260 
909 
512 
-
-
42 
U763 
183 
1,028 
800 
U369 
294 
35 
294 
50 
75 
75 
95 
95 
50 
60 
00 
Grand Total 53 101 2,868 11,770 35 
NOVMBMU 
1 
1, 
2, 
J . 
4» 
5 . 
6, 
7. 
2 
S.B, 
h, S»B» 
T,D,B, 
F.D,B, 
D,B. 
Commutation 
Funeral 
§rand Total 
3 
106 
3 
1 
7 
5 
-
1 
124 
4 
/;. 166 
105 
85 
278 
155 
~ 
-
/ , 789 
5 
91 
-
/ 
-
•mm 
-
<M» 
92 
6 
8,125 
918 
78 
610 
210 
3,216 
100 
13,259 
50 
75 
40 
15 
95 
15 
00 
90 
GB 
DECSMBEB 1981 
s. 
No, 
1, 
2, 
J . 
4. 
5, 
6. 
7. 
e. 
9 . 
Category of 
payment 
S^B* 
E,S»B» 
T,D,B. 
P.D,B, 
I),B, 
Maternity B 
Loss of wage 
Funeral 
Oommisaion 
Grand Total 
Total 
No, of 
payment 
191 
3 
15 
14 
23 
2 
1 
1 
-
250 
No, of 
period 
clairae 
U862 
185 
461 
2,051 
U703 
124 
-
-
-
6,386 
Total 
Mo, of 
days 
153 
1 
Q 
-
-
2 
^m 
-
«• 
165 
:!• I'iii 'I'Vii' • i :" ' . ' i .'1 I i t ii 
Amount 
£8, 
13» 731 
1,618 
1,640 
U357 
3,998 
1,456 
26 
100 
-
23,929 
Paise 
00 
75 
00 
80 
85 
00 
00 
00 
-
50 
I'SSi 
»S53S 
13131 
I*t73 
;1IIJS 
Mi 
l«••«•«•••«««••••«>••«•••>••«•««••••••«••' •••••>••••••«•••«••••••••! 
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• • ^ • • • • • ^ • • • • • • • • r i « r laSSa • • • • • « • • « • ' ••iraaaaaaaB aaaaaaaaaaaaaaataaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaj 
aaa ar-<*-aariaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaBagaaaai 
aa« tw t • • •BaaaaBaBaaaaaaaaaaaiavaaaaaaaaaaiaaBai 
rHBBVHWwar « • • « • • * • • • * • • • « • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • « • « • • « • • • ! 
laaBBBaaaa aaaBaaaBB«a»aBaaBa«aaaaaaaaBBaaaaBaaaaaai laaaBcaaaBjaBaaaaBflBaaBaaaaaBBBaaaaaBaaBaBBBaaiBBHi 
aiBBaaaiiBaaaaaaaaBa 
aaaaaaBBB iBa«B«BaaaaaBBaBa«B*aBaHa«aawaaaai 
aaaiBaaai (aaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaB aBaaaaaaaa aaaai 
aaaaaaaai (aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaatai 
aaaaiaaei laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaailaiai 
laaaa aaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaa laaaaaaaa 
aaaaa ••aaaaaaaaaaaaaiaaaiaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaeaaaaaaa taaaaaaaa 
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The figure ahows that the disease auffepthgs is 
on the increasing my generally. _Q]ily at two or three 
places it shows the same level which gives the clear 
inference that the contributory fund is not sufficient 
to get ailment cured. The State should provide some 
sorT ofHidapart fromthe~~contributory assistance so 
that the insured people may be benefited at large^and 
the burden may also be reduced. In casfof increased 
number of patients the medicines fall short because 
generally the quota is fixed. The distribution of the 
medicines is subjmct to the availability. From the 
Graph it is clearly shown that some times amount spent 
is increased at the joeak and presumption is thafthe 
^-cxrffespending number of the patients would be the more 
and in this position they would feel scarcity of medicines 
From the medical point of view the July and August are 
the two months calling ill season. But the graph giving 
a acflrich of ben^fit^r'gVven in Aligarh shows that the 
month of March and December are also unhealthy season. 
Particularly December is the most unhealthy seas7m~ts 
recorded. The month of March is not so unhealthy season 
fpt minor deases tut we see from the table that the 
£,8,8, benefit is taken or given as an abnormal benefit. 
In actual practice what happens is that the in the said 
month the marriages take place and the employees any how 
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succeed in getting their sickness or i'.iS\i^. certificate 
and the leaves^^are Xtsed for otherwise purposes. In the 
same.J0(^the month cf December is not_jtnhealt^ji^9a^on ^ 
but we see maximum lenefit»^'^fakenbyi}tB--^p2oyees, 
The reason is very cle/r ^$Jiat-jihe month is ihe closing 
one and the employer (intense towofds the work and 
consequently the work^ tries to sc^pe from the hard 
work. Secondly the employees tries to utilise their 
leave and try to avoil more benefits with the additional 
benefit. Thus the benefit availed by the employees is 
double vie leaver—a,£ well as benefit medical benefit, 
Tfie q}kerStion arises how they get this undue 
certified? The deer answer is the bungling tnvaling o f 
both the parties, employees and doctor who is equally 
involved in malpractices. 
Comae nets on Functioning of £.S,I, in Aliaarh 
The viciniXy^ o^^ligarh is covered by three doctors 
only. The'numb^s of the doctors is not adequate at all 
because the total number of the insured units under 
E,S,I, in Aligarh it 150 covering 6130 including 63O 
women and their deptndant family. 
In general we may say that one doctor supervises 
2043 persons and their respective families. The dispensary 
IZ 
ia located in very dtrty locaJity where tke unhygenic 
conditions are prevailing, ir, such conditions 0/ the 
jpatient goes to get treatment, the chances 0 / injection 
are more than the cure. The clinic should be as a 
doctor's clinic not Just to fulfill the staturoty 
formalities as is ejv^dent in the case of Aligarh, 
Further more th€ team of the doctors is quite insuffi" 
dent in number to cover the itorking under the £^,s,I, 
80hems. There are two male doctors and one female 
doctor, 
ihe statistical data of 12 months gives^^nly 4 cases 
of miternity benefit which shows the hectic attitude 
of the industrialists to ignore therioomen employees, 
ifhat happsns in actual practice, is that the employer 
engages tojjue-wimarried female who generally gives up 
ths servios'-'a^ier being marriei or falls in the hande 
of oictimisatUm through termination or suspsnsions 
^ beeauss most of the firms are private where the owner's 
monopaJ/y rules. The hire and fire rule keeps them, away 
fr'otf taking the desirsd benefit. 
The clinic is located far from the industrial eetate 
upto where the emergency case ,iecomas very serious if he 
needs i?nmsdiate aid neither anj mobile dispensary is 
provided by the j&,S,ji, corporation. 
7'; 
So far as the procedural functioning at Aligarli 
£,S,I* dispensary ii concerned, the workers moral 
decency '"Responsible in making the indisc^plene in 
distribution of the medicines* In practice the Trade 
Unionists go to the doctors and try to take undue hentsfit 
of leaves and medicines some time by showing the,4>ulger 
attitude. In this v.ay the trend is followed bj the 
common employee who tries to get the fictitious medical 
certificate on which they succeed of availing the leaves 
on the occasion of marriages or any functions, Such 
ingenuin medical certificates and consequent benefits 
fatches some illegal gain in terms of minatory or other. 
Thus the worker's imnoral activity plays important role 
in creating the trouble for the common employee who is 
really suffering from ailment. On the other hand the 
doctors always talk o / their revised pay-scale and its 
implementation. They feel pity in providing facilities 
to them and their chMdren, They ignore their moral 
duty and try to satisfy their worldly wants. The practice 
behind the scene is that the doctor easily changes the 
sickness in terms of the extended sickness only for more 
or less one hundred rupees as their own share which may 
be clearly called the bribery. This is the sole reason 
that in Aligarh the doctors never press the demand for 
more medical staff. Some time the doctors practise 
7v U 
5. Ho, of dispensaries should be increased at least 
upto the number of three. One of these dispensaj>jj 
should be the mobilii one which should be ready to meet 
the emergency requirements at the spot of accident, 
6, There should be fair deal wV^iu-p^tients by dis-
tributing the proper medicines^ 
y, Mygenic conditions should be naintaintd in industrial 
area as well as around the clinic which is in 
conditions now a dai's. The concerns liberating abnoscious 
gasses whould be replaced from the populated area, 
8, The postinfi.,.Si/st9m~of the ^^octors^tthoiiid not be in 
a normal way as at present but it should be through penal 
system at least at the regional level. The doctors 
penal should be on deputation for a fixed period, tience, 
the chances of corruption become lesser. The permanency 
of the posted person gets himself fimiliar to the local 
people and of their weaknesses and thus he entices them 
because of their weakness. Through the *penal system' 
such type of activity may be minimised, 
9* The doctor's reci^uitment should be separate under 
ii,S,I, and a condensn Training Course should be conducted 
for the knowledge of the medical procedural working of 
Ji',s:,I, So that, the penal system may get success. 
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10* Aligarh should be placed under category of Sec* 1(5) 
80 that, the £,S,I, scheme maj bf beneficial to the 
maximum, number of the persons, How in Aligarh the 
scheme covers the firm which ere running with the 20 
working persons but under S6c,1(5J it will cover upto 
the 10 persons*and thus more and more people will get 
benefit under the insurance scheme. In whole of U,F, 
Aligarh is one of the 3 or 4 places which are not 
covered under Sec* 1(5) otherwise all Industrial Estates 
are covered under this Article, Thus the negligence of 
such implementation of legal provision is very painful 
and avoidence of the Just caus^i of the employed persons, 
11, Jfor the fair deal and procedural formalities the 
part-^time practising doctors should be punished and 
prohibited by doing so, 
12* l'h» adequate facilities should be provided to the 
dogfors so that the bungling may be minimised, ^ 
13* The outsider's in trade union leadership ihould 
be minimised so that the better disciplened approach 
may take place from the employee's side to deal witn> 
the cases concerned* 
Conclusion:'^ 
The working of £*S,I* under social security measures 
is working in ^ligarh normally without giving much more 
attention by the corporation itself and State^ so far as 
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th€ implementation of the provieiona |ti*« concerned that 
aleo taking i?iac« but for thejutM of taking place only. 
Actually the £,S*I, Corporation should not qonpiete its 
formality but it should take it ae a- aerioue matter on 
hwMLnitarian grounda to eradicate the nation's problema 
concerning the various deaeaae and other physical and 
moral set backs of the employee, 2he corporation should 
keep close watch over the social and economical changes 
and hence, the changes in scheme should take place with 
the compliance of ths time and situation. 
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Fowera and Duties of FrincipaX Officers:-' 
Director General:'-' The powers of the director 
general as laid down in Bule 14 of E»s.I» (Central) 
Rules 1950 framed under the provision of the Act 
a) To act as Chief Executive Officer of the Corporation, 
bj To coordinate, supervise and control the work of the 
other principal officers, 
c) To enter into contracts on behalf 0/ the corporation 
in accordance with the Act or the Mules or tA« 
Regulations made there under, on the general or special 
instructions of the corporation or the standing 
committee, 
dj To convene, under the orders of the Chairman meetings 
of the corporations the standing committee, and the 
medical benefit souncil in accordance with the Act 
and the rules ani to implement the decisions reached 
at the meeting, 
e) to furnish all returns and documents by the Act or 
/and 
the rules to the Central Governmenr to correspond 
with the Centra} Govt* and the State Government upon 
the matters concerning corporation and 
f) to under take such other duties and to exercise such 
other powers as are entrusted or delegated to him. 
Insurance Commiasioners:'- The Insurance Commieeioner has 
been placed under the control and supervision of the 
Director General, Mis powers and duties as laid down 
in Mule 17 (Ji\S.I. Central Rule 1950) framed under the 
provision of the Act:" 
a J To arrange for the establishment of insurance and 
regional offices for the administration of the Act, 
b) to arrange for the inspection of sub'-'Ordinate 
officers, 
c) to investigate al.i complaints referred to by the 
regional Boards a,vi Local Committees, 
Medical Commissioner:- The Medical Commissioner has been 
also placed under the control arui supervision of the 
Director General, Mis powers and duties as laid down 
in rule 16 framed under the provisions of the Act are:^ 
a) To supervise, direct and coordinate the working of 
the medical organisation of the Corporation; 
b) to advise on the layout, planning and construction 
of hospitals ano dispensaries and in regard to 
sickness recording; 
c) to examine the records of sickness and accidents 
and to suggest measures for improving health con" 
ditions in areas where the Act is inforce; 
dj to conduct such medical research as may be autho-
rised by the corporation on the advice of the medical 
benefit council; 
o 
9) to arrange for the inspection of hoapitala, diS" 
penaaries, clinics and other inatitutiona where 
medical benefits under the Act is provided by the 
State Governmentt the corporation or the employer; 
fj to adviae regarding the adequacy of medical treat-
ment provided by the faotoriea or eatabliahmenta 
applying for exam'i.nationi 
gj to inveatigate couplainta made by the inaured peraona 
with regard to medical benefit; 
hj to adviae forma a.%d registers for keeping the records 
of insured persons by institutions where medical 
benefit under the Act is provided; 
ij to make adequate arrangements for providing medical 
benefits to insured persons (where such benefit is 
extended to families J their families in places where 
the corporation has been entrusted by the State Govt» 
to provide for medical under the Act; and 
J J to under take such other dutiea and exereiae auch 
other powera aa nay from time to time, be entruated 
for delegated to him. 
Chief AcGOunta Officzr:- The account* officer has alao 
been placed under ths control and supervision of the 
Director General, his powers and duties as laid down 
in Bule 19 framed under the provisions of the Act are:-
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a) To maintain the acsounta of the corporation and to 
arrange for the conpliance of accounts by the collec" 
tion of returns from centres and regions; 
bj to prepare the budget of the corporation; 
eJ to arrange for intsrnal audit of the accounts of 
the centres and regions and reciepts and payments; 
dj to make recommendations for the investment of the 
funds of the corporation, and 
e) to under take such other duties and to exercise such 
other powers as may from time to time be entritsted and 
delegated to him* 
B, A^JMiSMiSmf" 
Besides the administrative function £,3,1, j?, 
discharges the Judicial function too and for this purpose 
a court under the provision of £,B*I, has been established. 
The employees State Insurance Act has made provision for 
the settlement of all disputes and claims arising out of 
as a result of the enforcement of the different provivXons 
of the Act in different areas. The main intension in 
providing an adjudicatory machinery is to settle the 
matters speedly in order to avoid hardships to the bene--
ficiaries under the Act, The Jurisdictions of Ordinary 
Civil courts has not been completely barred in place . 
mhere the Courts under the present Act has been established 
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but they continue to enjoy jurisdiction over the matter. 
Over which no Jursdicvion is available to the Courts 
established under the Act* 
Establishment of Oourts:'- The State Government 
has been authorised tv GonstcMctbg-notification in the 
official Gaaett, an euployeis insurance court for local 
area specified in the notification. A court may be 
constructed for one or more areas and the number of Judges 
will be dicided by Stcte Government, 
With regard to the qualification for appointment 
as Judge of the court j any person who is or has been 
a Judicial officer or local practitioner for 5 years, 
standing is qualified for the appointment as a Judge 
of the Court, 2'he condition of the service of the 
Judges, the procedure ro be followed and, the fee payable 
to the Court are left, to be regulated by the rules to be 
framed by the State Government by virtue of the power 
made available to it. 
In Aligarh there is no separate court as specified 
under the Act but one Munsif is being appointed by the Distt, 
Judge on the application of the ErSTTTyorthe specific 
period. Some time the C,J,M, is appointed for the purpose, 
6, Sec, 74, 
7, Sec, 75' 
4 i j 
Matters to be decided bu euploueea Insurance Court:-
Any dispute or question subjec:)ed to the provision of 
sub section (2'-'A) relating to the following matters 
shall he decided by the eMploy^iea insurance Court, 
U Whether a person is an employee or is liable to pay 
the employee's constribution, or 
2» The rate of mages or average mages for the purposes 
of this Act, or, 
J. the rate of contribution payable by the principle 
employer in respect of ani^ employee, or, 
4. the person mho is or mas the principal employer in 
respect to any employee, or, 
5» the right of any person to any benefit and the 
amount and the duration of that benefit, or 
6, any direction issued by a.iy corporation under sec, 
55'-A, On the view of any permanent of d^endants' 
benefit, or, 
7. any other matter which is a dispute between: 
A) A principal employee and corporation, or 
B) A principal employee and immediate employer, or 
G) ^ person and the corpcration, or 
DJ An employee ami a principal or immediate employer. 
The dispute between the above parties may be in 
respect of: 
